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ABSTRACT

The amorphous to crystalline transformation of Ge in AI/C_ thin film couples has been _

studied using glancing angle EXAFS, x-ray reflectivity and diffraction, lt was found that

crystallization occurs at a much lower temperature (118-150 oC) than for bulk Ge, and initiates at

the Al/Ce interface. X-ray diffraction studies were made at 152 °C to study the kinetics of the

reaction. After an initial period we find good agreetmnt with a sq_ root dependence of the.time, _
characteristicofa diffusionlimitedreaction. '""_:,:"'_,":_,
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INTRODUCTION

The crystallization of amorphous Ge and Si received considerable attention about 20 years .

ago when it was discovered that the crystallization te_ ¢___ _gly.on the contact

metal[l-5]. In the absence of a metal contact amot'pho_ Ge _ at temperatures of at least

300 °C, while when in contact with, for example, AI the teml_atme it n:duced to -120 eC. When

studiesof a varietyof metalswere_ out,the crystaniLttontempemu_ was foundto be .

strongly correlated with the Ge-metal eutectic temperatu_l, 2]. Crystallization occurred at a

temperature of about 0.65 that of the eutectic _tute. Since bulk _ generally becomes

significant at temperatm_ near 0.6-0.7 of melting the results sre suggestive, that inmrfsce diffusion .-

is enhanced by the metal-Ge mixing, allowing sufficient mobility for crystallization. However, . -

recent work on _ multilayers[6] showed that the situation may be more complex. For this

case the crystallization temperature also varied with the thickness of the Pb layers, and it was

suggested that the metal layers arv mcxtifying the electronk nalme of the a-Ge making it more _-.

metallic. The resultant weakening of the covalent bonding allows diffusion to take place at lower -

temperatures. In this picture, increasing the Odckneas of the metal layers increases the number of _'

free electrons available for weakening the covalent bonds. Also of interest is recent work on a-Si

which showed that the solubility of various metals is enhanced, and that the metal atoms

concentrate ahead of the crystallization front analogous to zone refining at the solid liquid interface .

of growing crystals.J7]

In this paper we present some preliminary efforts at using glancing angle x-ray techniques

to gain insight into this problem. The techniques used are glancing angle x-ray diffraction,

reflectivity and EXAFS. Glancing angle diffraction has sufficient sensitivity to monitor the - _

crystallization of thin layers in order to study the kinetics of the crystallization process, and we

have al_o employed glancing angle x-ray reflectivity and EXAFS measurements[8,9] to look in

detail at the initial stageof rhocr_ystallizationProcess. MZ;ASTE_ M_' --_''
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EXPERIMENTAL . _ ' -" .....

, The samples were.prepared by electron beam evaporation in a Liquid-nitrogen-trapped

' diffusion-pumpedsystemwith a base pressureof 5xi0 "8 torr. Fusedquartzsubstrates were used,

andboth the Ge and AI films were about 1000,_ thick, with the Al on top. The reflectivity and

EXAFS measurementswere made at beamlineX-IIA at theNationalSynchrotronLight Source

using a double crystal Si(l I 1) monochrometer. Reflectivity measurementswere made at energies

of 300 eV above and below the Ge K-edge (11104 eV), and theEXAFS measurementswere made

atangles slishdy above theAI critical angle m enhance the interfacesensidvity. The diffraction

measurementswere madeat beamlineX- I IB usinga modifiedPhillipsgonion_tex with a vacuum

heating stage. The detector was an INEL 120° position sensitive detector which allowed a

complete _cdon patternto be acquired in about 15 rain,even though the count rates in the

strongestpeaks were only a few counts/see.

For the EXAFS and reflectivity measurements the samples were annealedat successively

higher temperaturesfor 5 minutes, and the datataken at room temperature.Both measurements

showed no change up to 110 °C, and significant reaction at 118 °C. A comparison of the

unanne_ed and 118 °(2 annealeddata is shown in figures I and2. Withannealing the reflectivity
oscillationsbecome less distinct, indicating that the interface is being disrupted. The EXAFS is

sensitiveto theerystallinityof Ge by changesin the amplitudeof the secondshell of atoms. Figu_

2 shows theFourier transformedEXAFS data. The peak near 3.5 _ is due to the second shell,

andis seen to grow for the 118 °(2 annealed sample. Fog theEXAFS thereis some distortionof

the amplitudedue to anomalous dispersion affects at glancing angles [7], but the qualitative

features are preserved. EXAFS measurements were also made at largerangles(3 dcgrecs)to

probe the entire depth of the Ge layer. Th_ data looked the same as the unannealed sample

indicatingonly a thinlayer(estimatedto be _ 100_) neartheinterfacehascrystallized. Subsequent
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X-rayreflectivityfortheunanncalcd(solid) FouriertransformedEXAFS fortheunanncalcd

and118°Cannealed(dashed)samples. (bottom),and118°(2annealed(middle)samples

compared to crystalline Ge (top).



x-ray diffraction measurementson"thissampleindicatedonly a small amountof crystallization,-- ._ ..

near the limitof ourdetection'capab/lity.

A second sample was used for time dependent studies of the x-ray diffraction.

Unfortunately this sample crystallized at a higher temperature, and several anneals in the range

115-140 °C were made before the fast signs of crystallization were observed at 146 °C. Figure 3

shows some examples of the x-ray diffraction patterns obtained for an incident angle cf a few-

degrees after annealing for various times at 152 °C. Forshort annealing periods the saPaplewas

heated for the chosen time, and rhea cooled to 70 °C for measurement. For long times the sample.

was maintained at temperature and diffraction patterns were continuously taken. The time-

dependence of the Ge diffractionpeaks is shown in Figure 4.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Atthepresentstageitisdifficulttodrawmanyfh'mconclusionsregardingthemeaningof

theresults,andmoremeasurementsarcplannedtofurtherlookatthisproblem.However,some

points can be made. The EXAFS and reflectivity results clearly establish that the crystallization

beginsattheinterface.Thiscouldonlybcinferredfrompreviousstudies.Theyalsoshowthatthe

crystallizationprocessstronglydisruptstheintcrfacestructure.Thecrystallizationregionisnota

smoothlaycr,butlikelygrowsirregularlyfrommany nucleationsites,lthaspreviouslybeen

observedthatsurfaceorinterfaceimperfcctionscanserveasnucleationsitesforcrystaUization[4],- v,t
.............................
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Figure 4

Intensityof theGe (I I I) d_rra_on peakplotted versus tI/2. XOis the fully annealedintensity.

and a multitude of nucleation sites would result in a rough reaction fi'ont Analysis of the.

reflectivity to quantifythe muglmess of the reactionwas hamperedby the intrinsicroughnessof

the quartz substratesused. Furthermeasurements arc planned using more ideal float glass

substra_. Theresultsdo show thesensitivityof thereflectivityandF.XAFSmeasurements.Both

clearly showed levels of crystallization which were difficult to observe by diffzaction. Better. -

substratesshouldmakethemeasurementseven moresensitive. The direction resultsinFig. 4 are

in reasonableagreementwith a squareroot time dependence, which would indicate a diffusion

limited process. There are somedeviations at the extremes. For large times the curvatureb

aJmost certainlydue to completion of thereaction. The origin of the delay at small timesis less

clear. Interpretationof this region is complicatedby annealingcarriedat lower temperaturesprior
to the i_itiationof crystallization. However in view of the rough reaction front ot_.zw,d, the

crystallJizationmaybehinderedat shorttimeby a limited numberof nucleationsitesavailable.
The currentresults do not provide much clarification on the role of the metal layer in.

enhancingthecrystallization, lt seems thatmoredirect studies of the fateof themetal is needed.

This can be doneusing EXAFS to probedLrectlythe environmentof the metal atoms. It is likely

thatdiffizsionof themetalinto the crystallizingregionis neededto maintaincrystallizationafterthe

reaction front has moved away from the interface. The depression of the ,:rystallization . °

temperatureissolargethatit difficulttoexplainif theAl inteTRaceis simplyprovidingnucleation. ..

Suchmetaldiffusioncouldexplainthediffusionlimitedbehaviorobserved. Direct EXAFSstudies .=

of Al are difficult due to the low energy of the Al K-edge, and so we plan to extend our

measurements to heavier metal.,; such as Au which also cause a large suppressionof the ,._
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